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Abstract. Despite its potential importance as a source of fitness variation in natural plant populations, few studies have so far examined long-term patterns of individual differences in progeny viability under natural conditions. This paper reports on a six-year field study on the differences in progeny viability (defined here as the probability of seeds contributing an established, prereproductive juvenile to the population), and its two components (seedling emergence and seedling survivorship), for the Mediterranean evergreen shrub Lavandula latifolia. The main objectives of the study were (1) to assess whether individual plants actually differ in the viability of their progeny under natural conditions, and (2) to determine if naturally occurring levels of variation in viability may modify individual differences in fecundity. Seed progenies from 14 maternal parents belonging to one population were sown at 10 field sites differing broadly in habitat type and soil characteristics, and seedling emergence and survival subsequently were monitored for six years. Maternal parents differed significantly in progeny viability because of both differential seedling emergence and seedling survivorship, and variation in either of these parameters was not significantly related to maternal differences in seed size. Differences in seedling survivorship were more important than differences in seedling emergence as determinants of maternal variation in progeny viability. While individual differences in seedling emergence remained consistent across sowing sites, there was a strong parent × sowing site interaction on seedling survivorship, and the rank of maternal parents with regard to this variable varied erratically among sowing sites. A significant inverse relationship existed across maternal parents between seed production and progeny viability, which was not mediated by differences in seed size, thus suggesting a trade-off between the number and quality of the progeny produced by L. latifolia plants. Although maternal differences in seed production were about twice as important as differences in progeny viability in determining maternal differences in juvenile recruitment, viability differences should not be disregarded a priori as unimportant sources of fitness differences. Results of this study stress the importance of conducting long-term, direct field assessments of individual differences in progeny viability across a range of environments encompassing the conditions actually faced by the species.
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INTRODUCTION

Individual differences in the number of descendants contributed to the next generation is an essential prerequisite for natural selection to operate, as this variance in fitness is what actually provides the “opportunity for selection” (Arnold and Wade 1984, Brodie et al. 1995). Variance in fitness may be partitioned into fecundity (number of independent offspring produced) and viability (the probability that each of these reaches adulthood) components (e.g., Endler 1986, Falconer 1989), hence the distinction between fecundity and viability selection often recognized in selection studies (e.g., Kalisz 1986, Stewart and Schoen 1987, Shykoff 1988, for plant investigations). In sexually reproducing plant populations, the opportunity for selection will simultaneously depend on the variance in number of seeds produced per individual (via both female and male functions, in the case of hermaphroditic species), on the between-individual variance in the average probability of seeds eventually reaching adulthood, and on the covariance (across individuals) between these two variables.

While there is a long tradition of investigations focusing on the causes and implications of individual differences in fecundity in natural plant populations (e.g., Janzen 1978, Solbrig and Solbrig 1984, Weller 1985, Scheiner 1991, Aarssen and Taylor 1992), individual differences in progeny viability under field conditions have been examined in detail much less frequently (but see, e.g., Thompson 1985, Waser and Price 1989, Campbell 1997, Ramsey and Vaughton 1998). Individual variation in some components of progeny viability (e.g., seed germination, seedling survivorship) has been quite often documented under greenhouse or...
artificial garden conditions (e.g., Schmitt and Antonovics 1986, Van Andel et al. 1988, Biere et al. 1989, Biere 1991a, Levin 1991, Delesalle and Blum 1994, Norman et al. 1995, Helenurm and Schaal 1996, Sakai et al. 1997, Husband and Gurney 1998, Culley et al. 1999). However, its actual importance as a determinant of fitness variation in natural plant populations, particularly in comparison with variation in fecundity components, remains largely unexplored. This represents a serious gap in our knowledge of the evolutionary mechanisms operating in natural plant populations, as certain processes influential on plant reproduction (e.g., pollination-dependent inbreeding depression) are well known for their capacity to generate differences in progeny viability and thus have the potential to become significant agents of viability selection. Unfortunately, conclusions from studies on patterns of progeny viability conducted under artificial conditions cannot safely be extrapolated to field conditions. Investigations that have simultaneously studied viability patterns under field and artificial conditions have frequently revealed important discrepancies (Montalvo 1994, Herrera 2000, and references therein). This has been most often found, for instance, in cases where inbreeding depression is an important determinant of progeny viability, whose magnitude is smaller under relatively benign greenhouse or garden conditions than in the harsher field conditions (e.g., Mitchell-Olds and Waller 1985, Dudash 1990, Eckert and Barrett 1994, Montalvo 1994, Koelewijn 1998, Ramsey and Vaughton 1998).

This paper reports on a 6-yr field study aimed at elucidating patterns of variation in progeny viability across maternal parents in the insect-pollinated Mediterranean shrub Lavandula latifolia (Labiatae). The study was prompted by two previous investigations on the evolutionary ecology of reproduction in this species (Herrera 1991, 2000). In one of these, I found that individual variation in flower production was the most important variable in explaining individual differences in seed production, while the contribution of differences in fruit and seed set was negligible (Herrera 1991). In the other study, different insect pollination regimes induced experimentally on plants gave rise to variation in both seed production and, principally, field-assessed progeny viability (Herrera 2000). To evaluate the selective potential of pollinators on L. latifolia plants (Herrera 1987a, b, 1988, 1995, 2000), it thus was critical to examine if individuals actually differ in the viability of their progeny under natural conditions, and if they do, to compare the magnitude of naturally occurring levels of individual variability in progeny viability with levels of variability in seed production. Specifically, the following questions will be addressed here. (1) Do Lavandula latifolia maternal parents differ in the average likelihood of their seeds producing an established juvenile plant under natural field conditions (termed “progeny viability” hereafter)? As defined here, progeny viability may be decomposed into the probability of the seed yielding an emerged seedling and the likelihood of this seedling surviving up to the juvenile stage, so I will also consider patterns of individual variation in each of these two components. (2) What is the relative importance of variation in seedling emergence and seedling survivorship in explaining individual differences in progeny viability? (3) Do differences between maternal parents in progeny viability, seedling emergence rate, and seedling survivorship remain consistent across environments? And (4) Is there some relationship across plants between maternal fecundity and progeny viability? In this paper I emphasize aspects related to individual variation, although I studied progeny viability and its components along a broad environmental gradient, and some results related to spatial variation will be presented. Patterns of variation in progeny viability and population recruitment at different spatial scales and their environmental correlates will be dealt with elsewhere.

**Methods**

This study was conducted during 1992–1998 in the Reserva de Navahondona-Guadahornillos, Parque Natural de Cazorla-Segura-Las Villas (Jaén province, southeastern Spain; see Luque [1995] for descriptions of the vegetation). Mature seeds were collected in September–October 1992 from 15 previously marked L. latifolia shrubs at a population growing around the intersection of Arroyo Aguaderillos and the track joining Roblehondo and Hoyos de Muñoz. This was the same population used in the earlier study on individual variation in maternal fecundity (Herrera 1991), and the plants providing the seeds used here were the same used in the earlier investigation on the fecundity and viability consequences of different pollination regimes (Herrera 2000). The number of seeds produced by each plant was counted, and seeds from different plants were kept as separate batches in paper bags, held in the dark at ambient temperature until they were sown in the field in January 1993. One plant (No. 4) produced very few seeds in 1992, and was thus excluded from this study. To characterize individual differences in seed mass, a subsample of \( N = 100 \) seeds was taken from each batch, and seeds weighed individually to the nearest 0.01 mg.

In January 1993, maternal seed progenies were sown at 10 broadly spaced sites located in the same general region as the Aguaderillos site, ranging in elevation between 770 and 1645 m, and differing in habitat type and soil characteristics (Table 1). The two most distant localities (AT and CV) were 8.5 km apart, and the two closest ones (CV and CN) only 150 m apart. One of the sites (AP) was located ~30 m away from the plants that provided the seeds for the experiments. Sites were located in dense evergreen oak forest and scrubland, oak–pine mixed forest, and montane pine forest (Table 1). I replicated over 10 sites with maternal families from only one site as a way of sampling a broad range...
of environmental conditions. When selecting experimental sites, I deliberately avoided those with established L. latifolia populations, as a pre-existing seed bank could have interfered with my experimental sowings. Wild plants of L. latifolia existed within 100 m of all experimental sites except CN and CV (where the nearest individuals were 350 m away), thus corroborating the suitability of general environmental conditions of sowing sites for the persistence of this species.

At each site, 28 (14 maternal parents × 2 replicates) 30 × 30 cm plots were distributed over a surface of roughly 50 m², and randomly assigned to maternal parents. Each plot received 100 seeds from a single maternal parent, which were distributed as homogeneously as possible over the soil surface. To initially hold seeds in place, each plot was covered with a piece of dense fiberglass net, tightly affixed to the ground with nails. Nets were removed three months later, when seedlings started to emerge. For some plants I did not have sufficient seeds to fulfill the design, and one of the two replicates for these individuals was missing from some of the sites. A total of 252 plots were eventually established, instead of the 280 required by a perfectly balanced design, and 25 060 seeds were sown (rather than the 28 000 required by the design).

Experimental sites were visited every 10 days during February–July 1993, and plots examined for newly emerged seedlings. On each occasion, new seedlings emerged since the last visit were marked on one of the cotyledons with a small dot of fast-drying black ink. This procedure afforded a precise determination of the cumulative number of seedlings emerged per plot during the whole germination season (late April–early June in 1993). Simple repeated counts of seedlings present per plot would have underestimated emergences, as substantial short-term seedling mortality took place at some sites. Some additional seedlings (N = 31, all sites combined) emerged in the experimental plots in 1994, but their importance was negligible in comparison with the total number of seedlings emerged in 1993 (N = 7580, all sites combined). This indicates that seedling emergence failures did not reflect dormancy, but rather seed or pre-emergence seedling death. This study will consider only the data for the 1993 cohort. At the planting sites, seedlings of L. latifolia were found only inside or, very rarely, immediately adjacent to the plots, thus verifying that only the planted seeds were followed in the study.

After the 1993 seedling emergence period finished, experimental sites were monitored every three months until June 1994, and at progressively longer intervals until the completion of the study in late December 1998. In each inspection, the number of surviving seedlings was recorded for each plot. Seedlings alive by the end of the study were harvested, and fresh mass of aerial parts determined to the nearest 0.1 mg within 5 h of collection. By that time, sixth-year survivors had become well-established juveniles, and some of them would most likely have flowered for the first time 2–3 years after collection. The study was discontinued, however, upon realizing that the small number of surviving juveniles and its strongly imbalanced distribution among sites and maternal parents (see Results below) would preclude any statistical demonstration of maternal and site effects beyond the juvenile life history stage.

Data analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using the SAS statistical package (SAS Institute 1990a, 1996). Statistical significance levels of correlations involving maternal plant means (thus based on N = 14) were always evaluated by randomization (10 000 repetitions; routines written in SAS Macro Processing Language [SAS Institute 1990b]).

Progeny viability and seedling emergence.—The
significance of the effects of sowing site (Site) and maternal parent (Mother) on the probability of one seed yielding an emerged seedling ("seedling emergence rate" hereafter) and eventually an established, 6th-year juvenile ("progeny viability," as defined here) was assessed by fitting generalized linear models to the data using procedure GENMOD. Individual plots (N = 252) were used as experimental units, and Site (N = 10 locations) and Mother (N = 14 plants) were both treated as fixed effects. Estimates of seedling emergence rate (seedlings emerged/seeds sown) and progeny viability (surviving juveniles/seeds sown) for each plot were modeled using logits and the binomial probability distribution. The overdispersion scale parameter, used to adjust likelihood ratio statistics, was estimated by the square root of the deviance of the model divided by its degrees of freedom (SAS Institute 1996).

Seedling survivorship.—Proportional hazards regression models (also known as Cox’s regressions; Allison 1995) were used to study seedling survival patterns. This method was preferred over life table non-parametric methods or accelerated failure-time regression models because it makes no assumptions about the shape of the distribution of survival times (see, e.g., Fox [1993] and Allison [1995] for detailed descriptions of major failure-time analytical methods available). Computations were performed using procedure PHREG. As this implementation of Cox regression has no built-in capability for testing the effect of categorical covariates, I first created a dummy-coded design matrix for the effects of Site, Mother, and their interaction using GLMMOD procedure. Columns of this design matrix were then used as the independent variables in the PHREG procedure, and linear hypotheses of interest were tested using the appropriate TEST statements (Allison 1995). Tied data were handled using the Efron method (Allison 1995).

Survivor size.—The distribution of survivors’ fresh mass was very skewed to the right and departed significantly from normality, but became normalized after logarithmic transformation. The effects of Mother, Site, and their interaction on this variable were thus assessed by fitting a general linear model to the log-transformed seedling mass data using procedure MIXED and restricted maximum likelihood estimation. Individual plots were used as experimental units, and effects were all treated as fixed.

RESULTS

Progeny viability

For all sites and mothers combined (N = 252 plots), mean per-plot progeny viability from sowing (January 1993) up to the end of the study (December 1998) was 0.0163 ± 0.0392 juveniles/seed (mean ± 1 sd; this notation will be used throughout unless otherwise stated), or less than two juveniles per each 100 seeds sown. There was, however, substantial variation around this average value among maternal parents (Fig. 1A) and sowing sites, and both sources of variation were statistically significant (χ² = 32.0, df = 13, P = 0.002, for maternal parent; χ² = 388.5, df = 9, P ≪ 0.0001, for sowing site). Mean progeny viability for individual plants, computed on a per plot basis for all sites combined, ranged between 0.007 ± 0.0036 and 0.028 ± 0.0134 juveniles/seed. Among sowing sites (all mothers combined), progeny viability ranged between 0 and 0.080 ± 0.0127 juveniles/seed.

No seedling survived up to the end of the study at three sites, and the number of survivors was negligible at three further sites. The Site × Mother interaction effect on progeny viability thus could not be estimated, and its statistical significance could not be tested directly by including such an interaction among the independent terms of the generalized linear model. Indirect evidence, however, suggests that such interaction, although weak, probably exists. For the model with Site and Mother as the sole main effects, the sources of variation left out, which necessarily include the interaction effect, were marginally significant (scaled χ² = 261.3, df = 229, P = 0.070; goodness-of-fit test for the model with Site and Mother as the only effects).

Components of viability: seedling emergence and survivorship

Mean seedling emergence rate, averaged across plots for all sites and mothers combined, was 0.302 ± 0.214 emerged seedlings/seed. When a saturated model was fitted (Model A in Table 2), the effect of Site on seedling emergence was highly significant, that of Mother was barely significant, and the interaction Site × Mother was far from significance, with a P value close to unity. This last result allows one to accept safely the null hypothesis that individual differences in seedling emergence remained consistent across sowing sites. Eliminating the interaction term from the model (Model B in Table 2) had no consequence for its overall fit to the data, but the significance of the Mother effect increased substantially. Mean seedling emergence rates for individual plants, computed on a per plot basis for all sites combined, ranged between 0.218 ± 0.147 and 0.384 ± 0.256 emerged seedlings/seed (Fig. 1B). Mean seedling emergence rate for the different sowing sites (all mothers combined) ranged between 0.032 ± 0.034 and 0.542 ± 0.109 seedlings/seed.

Survivor and cumulative hazards function estimates for emerged seedlings, all mothers and sites combined, are shown in Fig. 2A. Only 5.5% of seedlings remained alive six years after emergence. Most mortality took place during the first few months after emergence. The cumulative hazards curve (= the negative log-survivor function) tended to progressively level off, thus revealing an overall decrease over time in seedling mortality risk. This decrease, however, was not steady, as hazards rate peaked in summer every year. Detailed presentation of data on the seasonality of mortality
FIG. 1. Variation among maternal parents in progeny viability (= proportion of experimentally sown seeds leading to an established juvenile plant), seedling emergence rate (= proportion of seeds producing a seedling), and seedling mortality hazards ratio for the six-year period following emergence. Maternal parents are plotted on the horizontal axis in decreasing order of progeny viability. In panels (A) and (B), bars denote mean per-plot values computed over all sites combined, and vertical segments represent the standard error of the mean. In panel (C), bars represent the hazards ratio estimates (with respect to plant number 15), obtained by exponentiating the corresponding regression parameters from a Cox regression model having maternal parent and sowing site as regressors. Error bars represent the upper confidence limits of estimates.

FIG. 2. (A) Survivor (continuous line) and cumulative hazards (broken line) function estimates for Lavandula latifolia seedlings, all maternal parents and sowing sites combined (N = 7580 seedlings). Confidence limits of the survivor function are too narrow to be shown. The hazard function is the derivative (slope) of the cumulative hazards function shown here, and the two arrows denote the peaks of the hazards function that took place during the first two summers after emergence (1993 and 1994). Variation among sites in the survival prospects of seedlings was extreme. While all emerged seedlings died within one year of emergence at the three sites with the highest hazards ratio, two sites still had 14% of seedlings alive six years past emergence.

There was a remarkable Mother × Site interaction effect on the hazards function (χ² = 605.0, df = 106, P ≪ 0.0001), thus denoting that differences between rates is omitted, yet the summer increases in hazard rate corresponding to 1993 and 1994 were intense enough to show up in Fig. 2A.

Seedling survivorship varied significantly among both maternal parents (χ² = 60.5, df = 13, P ≪ 0.0001) (Figs. 1C, 2B) and sowing sites (χ² = 153.1, df = 9, P ≪ 0.0001). Individual differences in the mortality rate of seedlings during the first two summers after emergence were largely responsible for longer term differences in survivorship (Fig. 2B). Variation among sites in the survival prospects of seedlings was extreme. While all emerged seedlings died within one year of emergence at the three sites with the highest hazards ratio, two sites still had 14% of seedlings alive six years past emergence.

There was a remarkable Mother × Site interaction effect on the hazards function (χ² = 605.0, df = 106, P ≪ 0.0001), thus denoting that differences between
maternal parents in seedling survivorship did not remain consistent across sites. The magnitude of this inconsistency can be appreciated in Fig. 3. For any given maternal parent, the survivorship of its seedlings relative to the survivorship of other plants’ seedlings varied dramatically across sites. Depending on sowing site, seedlings of any given maternal parent could be either the locally most successful (lower ranks) or unsuccessful (higher ranks) (Fig. 3).

**Survivor size**

Size differences between surviving juveniles should be incorporated into a realistic assessment of progeny viability. Unfortunately, however, a comprehensive analysis of patterns of variation in final juvenile size was precluded by the fact that survivors occurred in only seven sites, and almost all of them (96%, N = 415) were concentrated in only four sites (AG, CB, CC, HM). Restricting the analysis to the data for these four sites, the Mother ($F_{13,351} = 4.06, P < 0.0001$; range of maternal means = 0.63–3.02 g), Site ($F_{5,351} = 5.90, P = 0.0006$; range of site means = 1.08–2.32 g), and Mother × Site interaction ($F_{60,351} = 4.11, P < 0.0001$) all had statistically significant effects on log survivor fresh mass.

**Relationships among viability and its components**

Maternal differences in seedling survivorship were more influential on variation in progeny viability than differences in seedling emergence. A multiple regression was run with progeny viability as the dependent variable, and seedling emergence rate and hazards ratio as independent ones. The relative importance of the two independent variables was then assessed by comparing their standardized, and thus scale-free, partial regression coefficients. The partial regression coefficient for seedling emergence rate ($\pm 1\ SE$, determined by bootstrapping) was 0.195 ± 0.288, while that for the hazards ratio was $-0.627 \pm 0.297$.

There was no evidence that progeny viability ($r = 0.036, N = 14, P = 0.91$), seedling emergence rate ($r = 0.136, N = 14, P = 0.66$), or seedling hazards ratio ($r = -0.292, N = 14, P = 0.31$) was correlated with mean survivor fresh mass, thus suggesting that maternal variation in juvenile size was unrelated to variation in other parameters influencing viability. This result, however, must be taken with some reservations, as maternal means for survivor size are based on relatively few data from only four sites, and thus are not strictly comparable to maternal means for other parameters that were based on data from the whole set of sowing localities.

**Fecundity, seed mass, and viability**

Mean seed mass differed significantly among maternal parents ($F_{13,1386} = 7.84, P < 0.0001$; range of maternal means = 1.18–1.53 mg). Individual differences, however, accounted for only 6.1% of total variance in seed mass, while variation within maternal progenies accounted for 93.9%. Individual variation in

---

**Table 2.** Likelihood ratio tests for the effects of sowing site (Site) and maternal parent (Mother) on the seedling emergence rate (emerged seedlings/seeds sown) of Lavandula latifolia seeds experimentally planted in the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model fit</th>
<th>Scaled $\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site × Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>214.7</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Model B differs from the saturated Model A in that the interaction effect has been dropped. A generalized linear model was fitted to the data, using the binomial distribution and logits as link function.
mean seed mass was not significantly related to differences in either mean seedling emergence rate (\( r = 0.076, N = 14, P = 0.80 \)), seedling hazards ratio (\( r = 0.181, N = 14, P = 0.54 \)), or progeny viability (\( r = -0.440, N = 14, P = 0.12 \)). Plants also differed significantly in their degree of variability in seed mass (\( F_{13,1386} = 11.65, P \ll 0.0001 \); Levene test for relative variability), but this variable (as measured with the coefficient of variation; range = 17.6–33.2) was not correlated with seedling emergence rate (\( r = -0.268, N = 14, P = 0.35 \)), seedling hazards ratio (\( r = -0.177, N = 14, P = 0.55 \)), or progeny viability (\( r = -0.149, N = 14, P = 0.61 \)).

Seeds from plants producing larger seed crops were less likely to contribute an established juvenile to the population eventually, and this effect was independent of individual differences in mean seed size. For all sites combined, mean progeny viability was inversely related across plants to maternal fecundity (total number of seeds produced) (\( r = -0.648, N = 14, P = 0.009 \)), and this negative correlation persisted after partialling it on mean seed mass (partial \( r = -0.568, N = 14, P = 0.043 \)). The relationship is illustrated in Fig. 4 in terms of relative fecundity (RF) and relative viability (RV) estimates, obtained by dividing seed production and mean progeny viability for each maternal parent by the respective means for the whole set of plants.

Maternal differences in fecundity were about twice as important as differences in progeny viability in determining individual variation in juvenile recruitment to the population. Estimates of the relative contribution of juveniles (RCJ) to the population for the 1992 reproductive event were obtained for each maternal parent by multiplying seed production by mean progeny viability, and then dividing the values obtained by the mean for the set of plants. The relative importance of RF and RV as determinants of individual differences in RCJ was then assessed using the standardized partial regression coefficients in a multiple regression of RCJ on RF and RV (fitted without intercept term). The coefficients (±1 SE, determined by bootstrapping) for RF and RV were, respectively, 0.741 ± 0.082 and 0.366 ± 0.064.

**Discussion**

*Progeny viability and its components*

Results of this study indicate that *L. latifolia* plants differ in the inherent capacity of their seeds to produce seedlings in the field. This agrees with earlier laboratory tests of germinability of seed progenies from the same maternal parents used here (seeds collected in 1991), which demonstrated significant individual differences (range of laboratory seedling emergence rates = 0.45–0.98 seedlings/seed; Herrera 2000; C. M. Herrera, unpublished data). Individual differences, however, did not remain consistent between the field and the laboratory. The correlation between field (1992) and laboratory (1991) values was weak and only marginally significant (\( r = 0.481, N = 14 \text{ plants, } P = 0.075 \)).

Maternal differences in seedling survivorship mainly originated from differential mortality during the first two summers after emergence. This was not unexpected, as the dry and hot summer characteristic of the Mediterranean climate represents a stressful period for perennial plants in general (e.g., Tenhunen et al. 1990, Duhme and Hinckley 1992). Similar seasonal patterns have been reported for other southern Spanish woody plants (*Phillyrea latifolia*, Herrera et al. 1994; *Lavandula stoechas*, J. Herrera 1997), the vast majority of whose seedlings died of desiccation during the first summer after emergence. Differential ability to withstand summer water stress most likely underlies observed differences between *L. latifolia* maternal parents in seedling survivorship. Some results of this study suggest, however, that the mechanisms involved are probably very complex. In contrast to seedling emergence rate, for which no Mother × Site interaction was found, variation among progenies in seedling survivorship was remarkably inconsistent among sites, with any given maternal progeny falling among either the best or the worst ones at surviving, depending on the site. This suggests that a number of distinct traits are possibly involved in the ability of seedlings to withstand summer (e.g., stomatal control, dehydration tolerance, leaf-pubescent levels, root-system development; Kramer 1983), the effectiveness of each of them being strongly context dependent.

Maternal variation in progeny viability has been assessed here over a six-year period. Despite this long duration, however, none of the surviving juveniles had
flowered for the first time by the end of the study. In the study region, L. latifolia plants generally reproduce for the first time at age 7–9 yr, and the life-span of individuals that reproduce at least once during their lifetime is 25–32 yr (C. M. Herrera, unpublished data). Precise estimates of progeny viability would thus have required a much longer study duration, and starting the study with an even larger number of seeds sown in order to end up with an acceptable number of survivors. One additional limitation of this study, also related to the extended life-span of L. latifolia plants, is that progeny viability and maternal fecundity estimates both refer to a single reproductive episode. There is evidence suggesting, however, that patterns of seed-to-juvenile viability documented in this study reflect patterns of viability up to the reproductive stage, at least for the particular seed cohort studied. First, the shape of the cumulative hazards curve for all progenies combined, and the survivor function estimates for the different progenies, both suggest that subsequent mortality would have been too low to alter substantially the patterns of survivorship established during the first two years after emergence. And second, there is no reason to suspect that maternal differences in the size of survivors could have subsequently cancelled or substantially altered the patterns of viability documented in this study, since survivor size and viability were unrelated across maternal progenies.

The finding that maternal differences in seed size were unrelated to differences in either progeny viability or any of its components contrasts sharply with many studies reporting important effects of within-population variation in seed mass on both germination levels and seedling vigor (e.g., Cideciyan and Malloch 1982, Howe and Richter 1982, Marshall 1986, Wulff 1986b, Mazer 1989, Biere 1991). Differences between L. latifolia plants in mean seed mass, although statistically significant, were quantitatively small, and only a minimal proportion of total variance was accounted for by maternal variation. Although many studies have documented substantial contributions of within-plant variation to total variance in individual seed mass, the value found here for this L. latifolia population (93.9%) probably represents one of the highest figures ever reported (e.g., Stanton 1984, Antonovics and Schmitt 1986, Mazer et al. 1986, Wulff 1986a, Hendrix and Sun 1989, Obeso and Herrera 1994). Given the small among-individual variance in seed mass, possible effects of this variable on maternal differences in progeny viability would likewise be small, and failure to detect them could simply be due to insufficient statistical power. In any case, however, results of this study for L. latifolia (see also Herrera 2000) should warn us of the risks of uncritically using differences in easily measured seed mass as a surrogate for maternal differences in offspring vigor or viability (see also Roach and Wulff 1987 for a similar conclusion).

**Fig. 5.** Coefficient of variation of plant means (100 × st/mean) for various fitness components of the Lavandula latifolia Aguaderillos population. Error bars are ±1 se, obtained by bootstrapping. Estimates represented with bars of the same shading refer to the same individual plants and reproductive seasons: gray bars, 1984 and 1986 (based on Herrera 1991; data for the two years are shown as two separate estimates for each component); solid bars, 1992 (present study). The estimate for “Juveniles” lacks a standard error because values for that parameter were estimated for each plant by multiplicatively combining seed production, seedling emergence, and seedling survival values, rather than actually measured. Variables shown and original measurement units are as follows: Flowers = total number of flowers produced; Fruit set = proportion of flowers setting fruit; Seed set = proportion of initial ovules setting seed in each fruit; Seeds = total number of seeds produced per plant; Emergence = probability of a seed producing a seedling when sown in the field; Survival = seedling hazards ratio (relative to plant no. 15); Viability = probability of one seed producing one juvenile; Juveniles = estimated number of juvenile plants contributed to the population per maternal parent.

**Fecundity and viability**

The inverse relationship across plants between fecundity and progeny viability found in this study emphasizes the need for considering both viability and fecundity effects in plant reproduction studies. For the L. latifolia population studied, maternal variation in seed production is mainly due to differences in the total number of flowers produced, while the influence of individual differences in fruit and seed set is negligible (Herrera 1991). This is because flower production is much more variable among plants than the other two components (Fig. 5), and because negative covariances across plants between fecundity-related fitness components (which could mitigate the overwhelming influence of variance in flower production) are unimportant (Herrera 1991: Table 5; see also Mazer 1989 for analogous results in Raphanus raphanistrum). As a consequence, individual variability in maternal fecundity is of roughly the same magnitude as variability in flower production (Fig. 5). The situation for variability in progeny viability is different. Variability in
progeny viability is well above the rather low variability levels of each of its two components (seedling survivorship and seedling emergence; Fig. 5), presumably because individual differences are enhanced by a positive covariance between these two components across individuals (Fig. 1B, C). In addition, the inverse relationship between seed production and progeny viability makes maternal variability in the number of juvenile plants contributed to the population to be much lower than would be expected from considerations based on fecundity alone.

These considerations lead to two important conclusions for the *L. latifolia* population studied, namely (1) knowledge of maternal differences in progeny viability is essential to understand differences among maternal parents in their contribution of juvenile plants to the population; and (2) maternal differences in progeny viability tell us more about individual variation in actual reproductive success (progeny recruited) than differences in such popular parameters as fruit or seed set. The lack of comparable studies precludes any assessment of the generality of these results, although other investigations likewise point to the importance of viability effects under natural conditions. In a field study of *Gilia achilleifolia*, Schoen (1983) found that differences in seedling survivorship accounted for most differences in the net reproductive rate of plants differing in the number of generations of selfing. Waser and Price (1989), in their long-term field study of the effects of outcrossing distance on reproductive success of *Ipomopsis aggregata*, found that offspring viability was more strongly affected by outcrossing distance than seed set.

The inverse relationship across *L. latifolia* plants between fecundity and mean progeny viability seems to represent the first field-documented instance of a trade-off between progeny number and progeny quality independent of seed size. Aarssen and Clauss (1992) found a negative relationship between seed production and percent germination for some genotypes of *Arabidopsis thaliana*, but tests were done in growth chambers and individual differences in seed size apparently were not accounted for. I hypothesize that the relationship found here between progeny viability and fecundity actually reflects an inverse relationship between progeny viability and flower number, mediated by differential proportions of self and cross pollinations of plants differing in flower number. Although *L. latifolia* is self-compatible, outcross pollination results in greater fruit and seed set relative to self pollination (Herrera 1987a; C. M. Herrera, unpublished data), and pollination regimes increasing the frequency of cross pollinations lead to more numerous and more viable progeny (Herrera 2000). The results of numerous studies (e.g., Hessing 1988, De Jong et al. 1992, 1993, Robertson 1992, Barrett et al. 1994, Harder and Barrett 1995, Snow et al. 1996, Rademaker and de Jong 1998), suggest that the proportion of geitonogamous pollinations will increase with the number of simultaneously open flowers on *L. latifolia* plants. As individual variation in total flower production during the whole flowering period and daily flower number are closely correlated in this species (C. M. Herrera, unpublished data), one would expect mean levels of inbreeding depression in seed progenies to increase with flower production, thus ultimately leading to the negative relationship between progeny viability and seed production found here. Under this hypothesis, the fecundity–viability trade-off found in *L. latifolia* would thus be an example of the “dilemma of geitonogamous pollination” (Hessing 1988), wherein increases in fitness derived from flower production are partly compensated by decreased fitness of individual offspring.

**Concluding remarks**

Focusing on individual differences in progeny viability, and doing it using a long-term, field-based perspective, as was done here, is an unusual methodological combination in evolutionary ecological studies of plant reproduction, most of which are conducted under artificial conditions and over relatively short periods. As an illustrative example, consider Husband and Schemske’s (1996) review of patterns of inbreeding depression in plants. Because of the extreme scarcity of field investigations, these authors had to confine their review to studies performed in greenhouse or other artificial conditions, and even these suffered from a shortage of data on progeny survivorship because of the prevalence of short-term studies. The short duration of most investigations on patterns and processes involved in the recruitment of plant populations has been recently documented by Clark et al. (1999). The important discrepancies frequently found between results of studies conducted in the field and under artificial conditions, and between short- and long-term investigations, have recurrently led some authors to call attention to the decisive importance of conducting studies of sufficient duration in the field for obtaining biologically realistic information on the occurrence and actual importance of a variety of processes directly influential on the evolution of plant reproduction (Waser and Price 1989, Montalvo 1994, Herrera 1998, 2000, Ramsey and Vaughton 1998, Clark et al. 1999). Based on the results of the present investigation, I would further add that explicit consideration of variation in progeny viability over a range of natural environments is one further essential element if reasonable degrees of ecological realism and evolutionary perspective are to be achieved.

Differences among individuals within a single population are evolutionarily relevant because they are the raw material on which natural selection acts, as emphasized in the *Introduction*, but also because variation itself may be the end product of natural selection (Wilson 1998), an aspect that has received little, if any, consideration by plant evolutionary ecologists. On the
other hand, inconsistency among genotypes in their response to environmental factors (i.e., parent × environment interactions), have been documented for a variety of fitness components whenever some effort has been made to look for them (e.g., Heywood and Levin 1984, Schmitt and Antonovics 1986, Biere et al. 1989, Biere 1991b, Delesalle and Blum 1994, Stratton 1995, Stratton and Bennington 1998). Consideration of a broad range of conditions thus seems an essential requisite for any realistic assessment of individual differences and their importance. This is clearly supported by the strong parent × environment interactions for long-term seedling survivorship found in this study. As there are no comparable data available, it is not possible to know whether this extreme context dependence is a characteristic of L. latifolia or of the life stage involved, but the finding serves at least to emphasize the importance of testing individual differences in progeny viability across a range of environments encompassing the conditions naturally faced by the species.

Some of the acknowledged limitations of this investigation (e.g., the fact that none of the juveniles had still reproduced by the end of the study) were ultimately related to the small number of eventual survivors, and its extremely unbalanced final distribution among sites and maternal parents. These limitations occurred in spite of having initially sown some 25000 seeds, and exemplify the “frustrations [that] await those attempting to measure fitness of perennial plants in nature” (Waser and Price 1989:1107). Although the limitations of this study restrict the interpretations of its results, they do not detract from the value of attempting to gather information on plants other than short-lived species and conducting long-term studies in the field that can “illuminate the real variability experienced by organisms on a microevolutionary time scale” (Waser and Price 1989:1107).
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